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About This Content

Pushing The Envelope is a set of five challenging missions for FSX: Steam Edition. Each will push your abilities to the limit,
with a wide variety of aircraft and locations across the globe.

You will need considerable skill to complete these flight tests, ranging from a tail scrape test in the 747 to a high altitude
demonstration in the F/A-18.

These missions will demand great skill and ability, and a good background knowledge of aviation theory will be of great benefit.

Some complex topics will be discussed such as aircraft performance and stability. Further reading would supplement this series
and expand your flying skills and knowledge.

Produced by a real-world airline pilot, missions are accompanied by full audio commentary, special effects, pre-flight briefing,
many additional scenery objects and rewards.

Mission List

Crosswind Limitation Test – Boeing 737 at Boeing Field, Seattle, USA

African Aid – Douglas DC-3 at Coco Beach, Gabon
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High Altitude Demonstration – F/A-18 Hornet (NASA) at Edwards Air Force Base, California, USA

VMU Test – Boeing 747-400 at Istres Airbase, France

Ski Jump Experiment – Maule Orion (Ski Configuration) at Bold Airfield, Anchorage, Alaska
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After playing Kerbal Space Program and Take On Mars, I had high hopes for the development of this game. Unfortunately, I
cannot recommend this product (you see, I can't even call it a game). It fails on every level. Save your money, and do not buy
into this failed product. It should be completely removed from the Steam store, and the developers should be ashamed.. Good
formula for the mix clever game ideas. It's like a breath of fresh air for VR-games.. This game is too real FeelsBadMan.
Trailblazers is not perfect, and the point system is a bit odd for multiplayer - but where this game is good, it is very good. I'm a
sucker for AG racing, and this one is especially a unique find.

Again, the point system for multiplayer is a bit odd and hard to figure out at first, but honestly I have so much fun during the
race with my friends that it doesn't even matter.

Also, if you are having trouble getting your progress to save - launch the game as administrator every time. That fixed it for me
anyway.. This game is more frustrating than Chess! But that doesn't take away how fun it actually is. I like to stretch my brain
and this game does just that. In every day life, I don't get to be strategic very often. It's nice to have a game in my life where I
can plot, plan, and try to outwit my opponent. So in conclusion, if you like classic brainy games, give this game a shot.. This
game is has a great concept for an arcade racing game with where you can leave paint on the ground to help teammates. I really
like a lot of the mechanics in this game except where you can drive by a wall and the breaze from you car cancels your points.
Besides that the main draw back of this game so far is the lack of players for online play, but the cross-platform multiplayer
helps with that some.. BUY IT, EVEN THO, TROOPS FIRING IS NOT LIKE REAL NAPOLEON WAR :D
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Excellent application if you're working with any RPG Maker engine. It's cheaper and more streamlined than Photoshop. (That's
what I was using before.) It's very easy to set up the grid so you can rearrange and edit tiles, too. I'm well versed with Photoshop
and GIMP. But GCH is a great tool because it's so specialized for 2D spriting. You can see a walk cycle preview, for example. It
can convert sprites from XP to Ace so they fit the number of frames. It can even handle the old 2000 and 2k3 sprites. It features
random sprite generators that are easy to customize and set up. Some people expected it to have "behavior" bases and
corresponding parts, for animations or poses, like dancing or collapsing. It doesn't. (I have no idea where that expectation came
from. At least one person already made a "down" base. Just consult the internet.)

Yes, VX Ace has a built-in character generator, but you can't even adjust colors without an outside editor. GCH allows much
more freedom for what parts you're able to use and how you can layer them. The resource sets it comes with are for RPG Maker
XP and VX Ace. (If licensing is an issue because you're using some other engine, you can always import your own sprite
parts...)
Now, this might not be the best tool for making a sprite entirely from scratch, for a number of reasons. But it's probably one of
the best options for editing sprites or piecing them together. If the price is too steep for you, just wait for a sale.. This game is
LOTS of fun. For 5 dollars, you can't beat the price. I don't own Blitzkrieg, so I can't compare, but boy, is this fun. Mowing
down enemies, heaps of dead bodies, etc. I've run into very few bugs. All in all, if you're on the fence, GET IT! It's only 5
bucks.. A Tower Defense game, between average and good. Graphics are colourful, but need a powerfull hardware to run, even
in low quality; when screen has plenty of action, can cause lags and crashes.

Mechanics is right; has only 5 towers to choose, but each has 4 possible upgrades. Also there is 5 kinds of powerfull items, with
a crescent price by use. Towers and items must be unblocked by ingame progress. The economy is based in a mixed system of
farming and gems, to buy towers, upgrades and items.

The gameplay is a harsh challenge, because its normal difficulty is high, and indeed there are two more hard modes: really no
has an easy mode. The enemy bugs are varied, but as there aren't pathways in scenaries, they go where they want to, attacking
towers directly: the player must to defend himself, his base, his crops, and his towers, and are very weak. And if this not was
enought, enemy has air supremacy and does shellings... As result, game only can be finished by using a lot the special items,
specially in harder mode.

Finish the 13 scenaries in 3 modes take about 60 hours, reaching a 80% of achievements. As has a childishs style and story, a
coop option and don't show violence against humans (except a poor scenary about zombies), is very recomendable for children,
surely its good reputation come from their opinions.. A strong succesor to the likes of Pharoh, Children of the Nile is an
engrossing city-builder that's never frustrating: you always know what you're doing wrong, and typically how to fix it. While it
plays easily on modern machines which are, compared to what it was built for, supercomputers, it's graphics do occaisionally
have issues with rendering properly on current generation hardware and software. Additionally, it's lack of proper (or at least,
lack of an obvious) window mode can be maddening. Still, its fun, appealing to the little civil-planning autocrat in all of us who
think that, had we been in charge of city planning, we'd have done a better job.. Bowling with zombies instead of pins. You pick
up power-ups that you can use when you (offensive) or your opponent (defensive) are about to bowl. That's all I can really say
about it. Yes, yes, there's fun to be had with this one. Don't discard it just yet. If you're having a (short) boring moment, this
game might cheer you up.

[Rating: 75\/100]
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